WORKSHOPS AVAILABLE FOR PARENTS
1. HOW DO WE KEEP OUR KIDS IN THE FAITH?
In this workshop, we look at the Biblical model for passing our faith to the next Generation, and we explore 5
principles for keeping our kids in the Faith.
2. Leading YOUR CHILD to CHIRST!
This workshop uses the principles from Art Murphy’s book, “The Faith of a Child”.
ATTENTION PARENTS! IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU, BUT IT IS NOT ABOUT YOU AT ALL!
• Whose Responsibility Is It, Anyway, To Get My Child ‘Safely Home to Heaven’?
• Is it solely the parents who are responsibility to make sure their children are Christians?
In this workshop we take a look at a parent’s Biblical role, the church’s role, the child’s role, and God’s Role in the
salvation of our children.
4. WHAT DOES A SPIRITUALLY FORMED CHILD LOOK LIKE?
In this workshop we explore the life of Naaman’s servant girl in II Kings 5 - her reputation, her choices and the
results of her faithfulness to God, even after being kidnapped from her family and finding herself in the role of
being a servant. We will look at Biblical principles that impact our children’s spiritual lives and how to pass faith
to the next generation.
5. INTENTIONAL FAMILY WORSHIP Guiding Your Children Into the Joy of Worship
This is a very practical workshop for parents who want to worship together with their family Sunday mornings.
It will help parents be intentional in teaching their children what worship is, what to do the week before, and
how to follow up so that the Sunday worship experience can be integrated into the life of their family.
6. MY HOME – MY CHILDREN’S FIRST SMALL GROUP???
This workshop helps us see God’s plan for discipleship and community beginning in the home. Resources will
be suggested.
7. HELP! MY CHILD IS SO DIFFERENT FROM ME!
Understanding how my child’s temperament, learning style, and birth order can impact my relationship him/her,
and what I can do about it!
8. RESOURCES FOR HELPING MY CHILDREN STAY IN THE FAITH
In this workshop, I share the best, newest, and oldest resources that parents can use in the home to develop their
children spiritually.
9. HOW DO I KNOW WHEN WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED THE GOAL?
What is the Target for Spiritually Developing My Child?
This workshop helps parents identify key indicators that their children are on target in the spiritual development
process. It will also help parents with the process of developing a family mission statement.
10. HELP! THEY ARE ALWAYS FIGHTING! Understanding Sibling Rivalry
Ways we can minimize sibling rivalry, creating more peace in the home. Resources will be suggested that can
also help our children understand why they are having trouble getting along with their siblings.
11. HELP! WHAT SCHOOL IS RIGHT FOR MY CHILDREN? Home, Public, Christian?
How do we make the right decision? We will be discovering the right motives for making this very difficult
decision - a very interactive workshop.

